We are a micro-sized software development and technology company specializing in the
development of custom solutions which last by using the agile development approach.
Our main focus is development of cost-effective and scalable services in the AWS cloud and
automated testing frameworks.

By entering a business or tech partnership with us, YOU
ARE BOOSTING YOUR VALUE.
Edo Civic, Founder

Highlighted References

Frankfurt Area, Germany: Since 2020. we took lead in managing the backend system of a

B2C and B2B shareconomy integration platform with the goal to raise the quality of the service and
to lower the operational costs at the same time. We are also screening and coaching new
engineers to support future growth which is projected to be 500% until the end of this decade.

New York, USA: Since 2019. we took lead in managing a software suite consisting of several

front- and backends for a software as a service provider. Since then the business grew by 400%
but team size and hardware costs remained the same. That was achieved by redesigning the
system while developing new features at the same time. On top of that we are screening and
coaching new engineers for the time to come.

Albertslund, Sweden: In 2018. we've put a team together to successfully launch an AI based
startup in financial industry.

Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzegovina: In 2018. we developed a regulatory agency certified telco
service which helped a regional company to establish business in the new market.

Melbourne, Australia: In 2017. we helped a lead generation software as a service provider

startup to succeed to launch and acquire first customers by developing crucial parts of the software
and utilizing our network of highly skilled developers who deliver on time.

DON'T HESITATE TO CONTACT US!
https://toocat.info
contact@toocat.info
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